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negotiations in Europe *. Eden's news about the plan was
given to * an astonished and slightly displeased House 5. On
the 5th he was facing criticisms of our roving Foreign Office
missions and warnings of the dangers inherent in * amateur
diplomacy', but Eden stoutly defended the ten recent visits
of the National Government to Europe as being neither * un-
necessary nor altogether unsuccessful *. Two days later he
was defending the Government, and in particular Hoare,
from another Right Wing onslaught. This time it was
Churchill on the dangers of Diarchy. As with most of
Churchill's attacks the personal motif undermined the public
quality of his argument. The Anglo-German Naval Pact was
not in its essentials either anti-Stresa or anti-League was
Eden's thesis. As for the visit to Mussolini: * Nothing was
further from the mind of the Government than to go behind
the backs of anyone '. According to The Times,e this speech
had a great success '.
It was, however, through the League of Nations Union
that there was the greatest impact with public opinion.
During the spring Lord Cecil had been organizing his
momentous Peace Ballot. It was an all-embracing question-
naire. It asked for * Yes' and e No * answers to questions
demanding three-hour essays in reply; but the response was
overwhelming, the organization it entailed and the voluntary
help it received made it the greatest private political inquiry
the world had ever known.
A large quota of the twelve million who voted e for * the
League did not fully understand the implications of their
support, but in spite of all reservations, the Peace Ballot was
probably to be (apart from Mrs. Simpson) the biggest single
shock to Baldwin's boundless complacence. The reper-
cussions on American opinion were most impressive, for
America saw it in all its immensity. As a straight vote
it far outdid anything Hitler or Goebbels have ever accom-
plished—who can, of course, never accomplish a straight
vote. But for the most part the British public took it all
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